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Abstract: Sand bar migration on the gently sloping sandy bottom in the coastal zone as a result of
nonlinear wave transformation and corresponding sediment transport is discussed. Wave transformation on the intermediate depth causes periodic exchange of energy in space between the first and
the second wave harmonics, accompanied by changes in the wave profile asymmetry. This leads to
the occurrence of periodical fluctuations in the wave-induced sediment transport. It is shown that
the position of the second nonlinear wave harmonic maximum determines location of the divergence
point of sediment transport on the inclined bottom profile, where it changes direction from the
onshore to the offshore. Such sediment transport pattern leads to formation of an underwater sand
bar. A method is proposed to predict the position of the bar on an underwater slope after a storm
based on calculation of the position of the maximum amplitude of the second nonlinear harmonic.
The method is validated on the base of field measurements and ERA 5 reanalysis wave data.
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1. Introduction

Ayat, B. The Method for Evaluating

Sand bars as morphological forms are found almost everywhere on the gentle coastal
slopes of the seas and oceans. Their formation and behavior are the result of the interaction
of waves and currents, and their dynamics can largely characterize the state of the coastal
zone [1,2]. Underwater sand bars can act as a natural protection of the beach from wave
impact as the waves break and lose their energy when passing over them due to the
shallower depth above the top of the bar. During strong storms, sand bars reduce coastal
run-up and inundation which can lead to erosion of dunes and cliffs [3]. The dynamics of
sand bars determines the morphological variability of the coastal zone.
During storms, high waves break on the top of bars and cause strong offshore currents
(“undertow”) that transport the sediment toward the sea, resulting in sand bar migration
from the coast and beach erosion [4]. During the attenuation of the storm and decreasing
in the heights and periods of the waves, as well as at moderate energy wave conditions,
the sediment transport due to wave nonlinearity leads to a gradual migration of sand
deposits, accompanied by accumulative processes of beach restoration (for example, [4,5]).
In addition to movement on the time scale of individual storms, it has been noted by many
researchers that sand bars migrate quasi-periodically depending on the seasonal wave
climate during the year [6,7]. Cyclic bar movements were also observed on a scale of several
years or decades, which is associated with global changes in the wave climate, depending
on the main teleconnection patterns [6,8], but sometimes the behavior of the sand bar at
a scale of several years does not depend only on the wave action, but also on tides and
currents, such as the long-term migration of the bars from the coast to offshore noted in [9].
Influence of wave actions is very complex. In the long term period, the largest wave events
are responsible for bar location which then changes due to seasonal (winter/summer)
variations in wave height. Additionally, the order of several storms can have an effect on
bar shape and lead to episodic bar migration [9].
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In general, based on the conclusions of numerous modern research, the movement
of sand bars in the coastal zone still remains a challenge for researchers and there is no
single concept or universal model of the detailed physical mechanisms describing their
movement at all time scales [10].
Meanwhile, the knowledge of the patterns of bar movement is important for coastal
engineering in order to construct coastal infrastructure or protection, as well as for the
development of a strategy aimed at using a beach for recreational purposes. For example,
the position of the underwater sand bar relative to the coastline can have both coastal
protection and erosion effects [11] and the formation of a bar as a morphological structure
can lead to shore erosion, but its movement and, ultimately, its merging with berm, can
induce the accumulation of sand on the coast. Such processes can be cyclical with a period
from days to several years.
Several models have been developed to simulate the behavior of sand bars at different
time scales from several days to years: models based on the wave breaking point concept,
which calculate the migration of a sand bar from an equilibrium position depending
on wave height [12], data-driven models based on neural networks [13], and averaged
process-based models [9,14–17].
However, a number of limitations remain for these models. For example, some of them
successfully describe the motion of existing bars, but do not describe the process of their
formation. Another limitation is mainly related to the fact that the nonlinear processes of
wave transformation and the associated nonlinear changes in the asymmetry and skewness
of bottom velocities and accelerations affecting sediment transport are not sufficiently taken
into account. The contribution of nonlinearity is usually implemented through empirical
dependencies that are obtained for laboratory conditions or for conditions of a specific
coastal zone and are not generally universal. For example, such a relationship based on
the Ursell number is used in the widely used Xbeach model [14,18]. The models are often
very complex and time-consuming, which limits their application for operational coastal
management. Therefore, for a qualitative express assessment of the movement of sand bars,
for example on the short time scale of one or several successive storms or seasonal cycle
storms for coastal zone management, or for the geographical description of a coastal zone,
more simple methods are needed.
The purpose of this work is the development and validation of a simple method for
estimating the position of a sand bar based on the nonlinear properties of wave transformation over a given bottom slope.
2. Data
2.1. Study Site and Morphological Survey Data
The study site is located on the open coast of the Vistula spit (Figure 1) near the city of
Baltiysk. The spit in this region is oriented from SSW to NNE with 32 degrees azimuth. The
coastal zone of the polygon is characterized by a 30–35 m wide beach adjacent to the mild
(bottom slope tangent is equal to 0.01) sandy bottom slope with two sand bar systems. Sand
bars are very dynamic, moving seaward and shoreward, changing shape from crescentic to
near parallel to the coast over time, possibly dependent on dominant wave direction. The
coastline also changes its form, varying from cuspate to straight.
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Figure 1. Study site, region of the bathymetry measurements (small pink rectangle), ERA5 point and
buoy location.

Regular measurements of coastal bathymetry on the study site (Figure 1) started in
May 2019. In total 4 measurements were carried out: in May and November 2019, and
March and November 2020. The size of the measured area was 600 × 500 m. The depth
measurements were carried out from a small vessel with the Garmin GPS Map 580 Plus
echo sounder. Twenty shore-normal tacks with 30 m distance between them were made.
Depth values were recorded each second, which gives around 1–1.5 m spatial resolution.
Depth accuracy for such measurements is 10 cm.
The bathymetry data obtained with an echo sounder mounted on the boat transom is
limited to 0.5–0.8 m depth. Shallower regions are not covered, so satellite data were used
to detect the coastline position. As shown in Figure 2, coastal forms such as the sand bar
crest positions determined from the field measurements correspond to those detected from
satellite images. Therefore, it is possible to use satellite data for the nearshore relief study.

Figure 2. Sand bar crest position detected (a) with field measurement (23 May 2019) data (b) in the
satellite image (Sentinel-2) captured on 21 May 2019.
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To obtain the coastline position the optical data of Sentinel-2 with 10 m resolution
was used. There are two satellites in this mission that give an image of the studied region
around every two days. Images with the clearest view of the coastline and closest to
the date of the bottom topography measurements were chosen. These were 21 May and
17 November in 2019, and 26 March and 1 November in 2020. Shoreline detection was
carried out visually (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of visual shoreline detection based on satellite image.

The studied part of the Vistula spit coastal zone demonstrates cyclic morpho-dynamic
behavior when the sand bar initially forms offshore in deep water and then migrates
onshore, merging with the coast.
During the 1.5 years of relief measurements, part of such a cycle was captured starting
with a newly-formed shore-parallel sand bar in May 2019 along with its subsequent shoreward migration (Table 1) and ending with its near merging to the beach in November 2020
(Figure 4).
Table 1. Distance from the shoreline to the sand bar crest (location of the sand bar) and incline of the
seaward bottom slope of the sand bar.
Date of Measurements

Sand Bar Offshore Distance, m

Bottom Slope

23 May 2019
8 November 2019
23 March 2020
13 November 2020

210–220
200
170–190
130–180

0.0185
0.0169
0.0161
0.0136

These processes are accompanied by changes of the bottom slope seaward of the outer
sand bar from 0.0185 in May 2019 to 0.0136 in November 2020 (Table 1). The value of this
slope affects wave transformation processes, as will be shown below.
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Figure 4. Bathymetry maps obtained during expeditions in 2019–2020. (a) 23 May 2019, (b) 8
November 2019, (c) 23 March 2020, (d) 13 November 2020.

2.2. Wave Data
As a source of wave data ERA5 reanalysis was used. This has a 1 h timestep and
0.5-degree spatial resolution [19]. To assess the accuracy of the reanalysis data for real waves
in a given region, we compared them with data from the buoy for July 2019 [20]. Wave
measurements with the Spotter buoy used for the ERA5 reanalysis wave data validation
were carried out on 11–27 July 2019, at 20 m depth, 5.3 km distance from the Vistula Spit,
Kaliningrad Region of Russia, Baltic Sea coast (54.63◦ N 19.77◦ E, Figure 1). Despite the
fact that the nearest point to the buoy and to the study site had coordinates 54.5◦ N 19.5◦ E,
the best correspondence was found at the point with 55◦ N 19.5◦ E coordinates which was
located farther offshore (Figure 1).
A number of reanalysis wave parameters are available, such as peak and mean wave
period, wave height, peak and mean direction both of combined swell and wind waves
and of swell and wind waves separately. In this study we analyze combined parameters of
wind waves and swell: peak direction, significant wave height and peak period.
3. Results: Sand Bar Migration Assessment Method
3.1. Calculation of Second Wave Harmonic Maximum Position
The influence of nonlinear transformation of waves and a spatially periodic change in
their symmetry on the formation of underwater bars were first noted in [21]. According
to field observations for the Georgian Bay of Lake Ontario and modelling on the base of
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monochromatic waves, the formation of underwater bars depended on the position of the
maximum of the second harmonic amplitude. Later this assumption was also confirmed by
the data of a field experiment in the Black Sea [5].
A quasi-periodic change in wave symmetry during nonlinear wave transformation
occurs due to near resonant triad wave interactions and interference of free and bound
waves [22]. For spatial evolution of frequency wave spectra, this manifests as a periodic
exchange of energy between the amplitudes of the first and second wave.
During one period of energy exchange between first and second harmonics throughout
the beat length, the amplitude of second nonlinear harmonic grows to its maximum and
then decreases again. Four main scenarios of nonlinear transformation of waves with
periodical energy exchange were identified in [23].
The scenarios differ in the number of possible observed beat lengths and the magnitude
of the second harmonic amplitude. The implementation of any scenario for a given bottom
slope depends on the relationship between the wave steepness (H/L, where H is deep
water wave height, and L is deep water wavelength) and the Iribarren number (or coastal
zone similarity parameter):
tan α
Ir = √
,
(1)
H/L
where tan α is the bottom slope value.
As shown in [6], the movement of the sand bar to the coast and from the coast occurs in
the scenario of wave transformation with one clearly pronounced spatial period exchange
of energy between harmonics and with one absolute maximum of the second harmonic
amplitude. The criterion for such a scenario is as follows:
Ir < 7H/L

(2)

The dependence of underwater sand bar movement off and on shore on the incoming
waves’ steepness was also observed in a laboratory experiment [24]. Thus, we can assume
that for a given bottom slope, the wave steepness is a parameter which determines the
scenario of nonlinear wave transformation, the position of the second harmonic amplitude
maximum and the position of the underwater bar top [5,6,21].
As shown in [5], the position of the second harmonic maximum sets the divergence
point on the bottom profile, relative to which the bottom topography deformations occurin
different directions, which leads to the formation of an underwater bar. The main reason is
the deterministic change in the phase shift (bi-phase) between first and second nonlinear
wave harmonics, which directly influences the change in the waves and bottom velocities’
symmetry. The bi-phase varies in the range (−π/2, π/2) and zero value corresponds
to the maximum amplitude of the second harmonic [5,25]. When the wave conditions
and the scenario of nonlinear transformation change, the position of the divergence point
(or the position of the maximum of the second harmonic amplitude) will change also
and, accordingly, the sand bar will move. Thus, for a qualitative assessment of the bar
motion, it is necessary: (a) to assess the presence of the corresponding scenario of nonlinear
transformation of waves and (b) to calculate the position of the second harmonic amplitude.
If parameters of incoming waves (height, period or wave steepness) and mean bottom
slope are known, the type of wave transformation scenario can be defined by criterion (2).
So, step 1 of the proposed methodology is to determine whether the scenario that
leads to sandbar migration will occur using criterion (2).
Step 2 is to define the location of the second wave harmonic maximum. According
to [23], in which the empirical dependence for bi-phase on beat length was suggested, the
nearest maximum of second harmonic where bi-phase equals zero will be located 1.5 beat
lengths off the shoreline. Thus, having calculated the beat length, we can obtain the locus
of the points corresponding to the positions of the second harmonic (a2 ) maximum.
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The spatial period of wave energy exchange or beat length (Lb ) can be calculated by
the following Equations [22]:
2π
Lb =
(3)
δk
δk = 2k1 − k2

(4)

where k1 , k2 are the first and second harmonic wavenumbers, which can be calculated, for
example, using linear dispersion relation:
ω2 = gktanhkh

(5)

where ω is angular frequency, g is gravitational acceleration, and h is depth.
The position of the second harmonic maximum can be calculated by the iterative
method based on Equations (3)–(5). Starting with the depth where wave parameters are
available, wavenumber mismatch δk and corresponding beat length Lb are calculated using
linear dispersion relation (Equations (5)), then depth of the nearest to the shore maximum
as the depth at 1.5 Lb distance from the shoreline is evaluated. Then it is substituted in the
mismatch calculation equation, instead of the starting depth value. The process is repeated
until the difference in the predicted Lb value between iterations becomes small enough (i.e.,
5% of the Lb value, or the criterion to stop the iterative process chosen by the researcher).
3.2. Analysis of the Wave Parameter Series
Step 3 of the proposed methodology is to assess the wave parameter time series. As
the initial data, significant wave height, peak wave period and direction are used.
Wave transformation processes mainly affect bottom slope relief and bar movement
during the action of the shore–normal waves. Therefore, we will consider for the assessment
of bar position shore normal directed waves only, which gives us step 3a: separate shorenormal waves regimes from the res-. Waves are assumed shore-normal if they approach
the shoreline with 90 ± 45◦ angle.
Step 3b is to determine which wave regimes play the major role in the sand bar
migration processes. The following metric M (Equation (6)) is suggested. First, all the wave
regimes were grouped into 20 bins of the bivariate histogram depending on the value of the
second harmonic maximum distance off the shoreline (Da2 ) and significant wave height.
A histogram is a way to analyze the time series of the wave regimes and to reveal those
that affect sand bar migration the most. It shows joint distribution of Hs and distance of
the second harmonic maximum location off the shoreline. As the wave characteristics in
the reanalysis are available at a 1 h timestep, the number of values that fall in each bin
indicates the time of the action of waves with the parameters that lay in the specific bin’s
range during the considered period (in our case the period between relief measurements).
In this way, the histogram allows determination of where the second harmonic maximum
is most often located. Wave height (H) value indicates whether the waves will influence the
relief to a greater or lesser degree, as the most repetitive regimes are usually characterized
by small wave heights and will not affect the relief as much as higher waves that are not
so common. The size of the bins is chosen empirically to be small enough to represent
the spatial structure of the wave regime’s distribution (20 bins gives around 5 m spatial
resolution) and wave height step 0.2 m. Smaller resolution (more bins with smaller ranges
of the considered parameters) will be hard to interpret due to the small number of regimes
that will fall into each bin. If, on the other hand, the coarser division is used, the tendencies
will be the same, but as the center values of each bin are analyzed, the positions of the most
persistent second harmonic maximum locations can be biased.
Then the number of counts in each bin was weighted by the dimensionless relation
between the wave height and depth of the a2 maximum. Such weighting allows assessment
of which regimes affect underwater bathymetry the most, as the higher the waves in the
smaller water depth, the more significant impact they have on the bottom slope deformation.
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Then all the values of the weighted number of counts corresponding to the specific a2
distance were summed and related to the total sum.


H
∑i ni,j dji
 100
M= 
(6)
H
∑i,j ni,j d i
j

where ni,j is the number of counts in the i, j-th bin, Hi is the wave height corresponding to
the center of the i-th bin, and dj is the depth of the second harmonic corresponding to the
j-th bin center.
The maximum of such metric indicates the position of the second harmonic maximum
distance from the shoreline which affects the underwater bottom and sand bar migration
the most. The new sand bar position is expected to move between this point (1.5 Lb offshore)
and the point with the second harmonic minimum (1 Lb offshore).
4. Discussion of Results
For the validation of the suggested method the wave data will be divided into three
time intervals according to the time between bottom relief surveys to predict sand bar
position and compare this with observations.
4.1. Time Period 1: 24 May–8 November 2019
Due to the outer sand bar formation prior to the start of the observations at the study
site, seaward slope of the bar reached 0.0185. With such a bottom slope value during
the considered time period, wave regimes with periodic exchange of energy between
harmonics made up only 57% of all regimes (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Wave height, peak wave period and ratio between deep water and critical Iribarren
number (below the dashed line are regimes with pronounced exchange of energy between wave
harmonics). Red circles—wave regimes without pronounced energy exchange between harmonics.
Black stars—shore-normal regimes.

Red dots in the lower plot in Figure 5 show critical values of the Iribarren number that
divide scenarios with pronounced periodical exchange of energy between harmonics and
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those where second harmonic values are small within the coastal zone (Equation (5)). The
latter are shown with red circles in the two upper plots in Figure 5.
As can be observed in Figure 5, the highest waves during the storms lead to scenarios of
wave transformation with one pronounced periodic exchange of energy between harmonics.
All the wave directions were divided into 2 parts: shore-normal and oblique. Waves
that approach from the 272–332 rhumb are considered shore-normal. As shown in Figure 5,
waves with shore-normal approach include about 1/3 of all wave regimes.
The maximum of the parameter M (Equation (6)) corresponds to the regimes with Da2
located 100 and 170 m off the shoreline. The sand bar moved onshore only slightly (about
10 m) (Figure 4). This may be due to the fact that the second harmonic maximum point
and the corresponding divergence point were located far more shoreward with respect to
the sand bar crest location for most of the time (Figure 6). The wave regimes with second
harmonic maximum position at 250 m distance off the shoreline (seaward of the sand bar
crest) have wave steepness in the range of [0.026, 0.03].

Figure 6. (a) Bivariate histogram depending on the value of the second harmonic maximum distance
off the shoreline weighted by the dimensionless relation between the significant wave height and the
depth of the second harmonic maximum; (b) wave impact metric (Equation (6)) in dependence on
the distance from the second harmonic maximum to the shoreline.

4.2. Time Period 2: 9 November 2019–23 March 2020
During the previous period seaward, slope of the sand bar changed from 0.0185 to
0.0169. Decreasing of the bar slope leads to growth of percentage of the scenarios of wave
transformation with periodic exchange of energy between harmonics (up to 71%) (Figure 7).
Percentage of wave regimes with shore-normal approach was only 26% during this
period. As in the previous period, the highest waves approach the shore perpendicularly
(Figure 7).
According to Figure 8, for the wave regimes that impact the underwater profile, second
harmonic maximum is located 220 m (deep water wave steepness is in range [0.024, 0.027])
and 180 m off the coastline (deep water wave steepness is in the range [0.023, 0.03]), and
the divergence point will be placed in the range between 150–220 m for the first case and
120–180 m in another. Field measurements show that during this period the bar crest
moved 20–40 m shoreward to 170–190 m distance from the coastline (Figure 4, Table 1).
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Figure 7. Wave height, peak wave period and ratio between deep water and critical Iribarren
number (below the dashed line are regimes with pronounced exchange of energy between wave
harmonics). Red circles—wave regimes without pronounced energy exchange between harmonics.
Black stars—shore-normal regimes.

Figure 8. (a) Bivariate histogram depending on the value of the second harmonic maximum distance
off the shoreline weighted by the dimensionless relation between the significant wave height and the
depth of the second harmonic maximum; (b) wave impact metric (Equation (6)) dependent on the
distance from the second harmonic maximum to the shoreline.

4.3. Time Period 3: 24 March–13 November 2020
With the progress of sand bar migration to the shore, the outer slope of the bar becomes
milder and reaches 0.0161, but the percentage of the scenarios of wave transformation with
periodic exchange of energy between harmonics stays nearly the same (72%), and 29% of
all wave regimes are shore-normal (Figure 9).
With the decrease in bottom slope value, positions of the second harmonic maximum
are scattered along the bottom slope with maxima at the 210, 160 and 120 distances off the
shoreline (Figure 10), with ranges of the divergence point 140–210, 106–160 and 80–120.
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Corresponding ranges of wave steepness are [0.02, 0.026], [0.02, 0.028] and [0.019, 0.026]
respectively. The seaward slope of the sand bar becomes more uneven, at the same time
the sand bar crest continues its onshore migration, and at the end of the considered period
the sand bar crest was located 130–180 m off the coastline (Figure 4, Table 1).
The most repetitive wave regimes for this study site are characterized by deep water
steepness about 0.023–0.024.
Thus, based on the estimates made, it can be concluded that the proposed method
adequately describes the most probable position of the underwater bar for the periods
under consideration. The position of the underwater bar corresponds to that observed on
the studied site. The proposed simple method can be used to predict the underwater bar
migration on the base of wave forecasting, hindcasting and reanalysis that can be important
for coastal engineering projects and coastal management.

Figure 9. Wave height, peak wave period and ratio between deep water and critical Iribarren
number (below the dashed line are regimes with pronounced exchange of energy between wave
harmonics). Red circles—wave regimes without pronounced energy exchange between harmonics.
Black stars—shore-normal regimes.

As was shown in [6], cross-shore sand bar migration is determined by storm duration
and wave steepness.
The suggested method indirectly takes into account duration of storms automatically.
The longer the storm lasts, the more points corresponding to the heights of the storm waves
will be used in assessing the position of the bar.
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Figure 10. (a) Bivariate histogram depending on the value of the second harmonic maximum distance
off the shoreline weighted by the dimensionless relation between the significant wave height and
depth of the second harmonic maximum; (b) wave impact metric (Equation (6)) dependent on the
distance from the second harmonic maximum to the shoreline.

Waves that cause sandbar migration are characterized by relatively high steepness to
realize the necessary specific wave transformation scenario. For all the considered regimes
deep water steepness exceeds 0.018.
Note that the scenario of wave transformations affecting bar formation and movement
are defined by the relation between bottom slope and wave steepness through the Iribarren
number (1–2). According to Equation (7):

tan α < 7

H
L

3/2
(7)

So, if the bottom slope value is low, then waves with lower steepness are more
responsible for bottom deformations. With an increase in the bottom slope the steepness of
the waves that have influence the deformation of the relief will also increase. This can be
seen from the experimental data analysis. In the most recurrent wave regimes that play a
major role in the sandbar migration during the first time period, when the bottom slope
is equal to 0.0185 wave steepness is in the range [0.026, 0.03]. However, when the bottom
slope is of 0.0169 (second time рeriod), the steepness of the most affecting waves is in the
range [0.023, 0.03]. During the third time period when the bottom slope decreases to 0.0161,
wave steepness is in the range [0.2, 0.28].
5. Conclusions
Mildly sloping sandy coasts’ morpho-dynamics are strongly affected by wave transformation processes, one of which is a nonlinear triad interaction that leads to quasiperiodic
changes in space of the wave profile due to periodic exchange of energy between 1 and
2 wave harmonics. This affects the formation and movement of the sand bars because second harmonic maximum position defines the divergence point for the sediment discharge.
The prediction of the nearest shoreward position of the second harmonic maximum is the
base of the methodology that allows location of the space range of the sand bars’ formation
positions. It was shown that steep waves cause sand bar migration, but critical wave
steepness depends on bottom slope. Moreover, bottom slope, though mostly determined
by geological properties of the region and by sediment balance, is also affected by sand
bar migration. The changing bottom slope in the wave transformation region, caused
by outer sand bar migration and evolution, also affects the processes of nonlinear wave
transformation and changing of bar position. When the sand bar is formed by a strong
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storm, the seaward slope of the bar becomes more than 30% steeper and the position of
the second harmonic maximum and the point of sediment transport divergence moves
onshore, followed by sand bar crest migration. This methodology does not concern the
individual storm events: it is intended to assess the time series of wave regimes and their
mutual influence on the sand bar migration. The wave climate is analyzed to distinguish
the most significant wave regimes which are expected to define the sandbar motion and
the range of its possible locations. The suggested method is simple, because it uses only
arithmetical formulas, and allows hindcasting and forecasting of bar movements. Therefore,
the proposed methodology can be useful for coastal zone management.
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